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“Either place yourself at the 
mercy of capital, eke out a 

wretched existence as of old 
and sink lower and lower, or 
adopt a new weapon – this is 
the alternative imperialism 

puts before the vast masses of 
the proletariat. Imperialism 
brings the working class to 

revolution.” 
 J. V. STALIN 

STALIN AND 
THE BOSSES 

After the Russian revolution a famine
occurred in the Ukraine. In order to
feed the workers Stalin ordered the
forced requisitioning of food from the
rich land owners. The landowners
responded by burning their crops and
killing their livestock, resulting in
mass famine. Because of this the
country was in a war between the
workers led by Joseph Stalin and the
rich land owners. After the workers
won the war the rich land owners and
bosses had their land seized by the
workers. The moral of the war is that
the bosses are prepared to kill
millions to  keep their wealth and not
only that but the bosses today
describe these murdering landowners
as "poor victims of Stalin". Our
bosses to this day still want to honour
these monsters and demonize Stalin
and the workers. The question is
who's side are you on the workers or
the bosses?
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The origins of the 
lies about Stalin 

Why do the bosses 
still fear Stalin?

Why are your bosses so scared of
Stalin? Why still to this day, 64 years
after Stalin's death, are the bosses still
fearing his name and writing articles
about him? Why do they do this? It's
because of his legacy; Stalin and the
workers of the Soviet Union had
enough of the bosses. They took their
land and gave it to the working people
of the Soviet Union. They proved you
don't need some small elite of bosses
in control. The workers can build a
nation by themselves. Not only can the
workers build a nation by themselves
with no foreign aid they can achieve
mass modernization in a short amount
of time. Stalin turned one of the most
backward nations into a world
superpower.  Stalin proved that there is
an alternative to Capitalism. This is why
they fear his name because Stalin
proves that communism does work and
it can out preform capitalism.  

What happened to the 
working class under 

Stalin?  
Russia was one of the most backward
nations in the world. Stalin achieved 100
years of industrialisation in 10 years. The
country had many difficulties including a civil
war in which the bosses fought against the
workers, then there was the invasion of the
Soviet Union by Nazi Germany killing 27
million Soviets.  

Despite all these hardships the working class
enjoyed more rights and liberties than we do
today.  ALL PEOPLE had free compulsory
education, ALL PEOPLE had free public
housing, ALL PEOPLE had guarantied work,
NO fear of unemployment. There were 4000
female engine drivers in the Soviet union in
1940 while there wasn't a single other female
engine driver anywhere else in the world.   

Where do these stories come from? After WW2
the US government employed Nazi war
criminals such as Augsburg to head their anti-
Soviet operations. So all the lies about Stalin,
promoted by America, were created by these
Nazi war criminals. Another person who helped
to distort the image of Stalin was the pro Nazi
and friend of Hitler mass media owner William
Hearst. Almost a third of the American Adult
population was reading Hearst's newspapers
everyday. Hearst began his anti-Stalin lies after
meeting with Hitler.  

But why did Khrushchev lie?  Khrushchev
wanted to replace workers control of the
economy with the profit motive. This was the
exact opposite of what Stalin did. Stalin
destroyed the profit motive and made the main
motive the interests of the working class.
Khrushchev needed to defame Stalin in order
to gain support for such a major economic
change. People today, like Dr. Grover Furr, are
going  through  Khrushchev's lies about Stalin
and disproving all of them.


